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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-409763)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-47801) (P)

SUBJECT: MARK LANE
SM - C
(00: NEW YORK)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-20-63 BY 9803RANG

Re: Airtels to the Bureau 8/6/64 and 8/12/64.

NK 1913-S, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised on 9/2/64 that MARK LANE did not speak in Newark on 8/23/64 as planned. JOE CARROLL, Newark SWP Organizer, told the informant on 8/27/64 that LANE will speak at Newark, but no definite date has been set for this speech, which will be sponsored by the Newark SWP.

The Bureau and New York will be advised of pertinent developments.
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ReNYtel, 8/12/64.

On 8/7/64, NY 3527-S (reliable-conceal) received information that subject is scheduled to speak on "Who Killed Kennedy?" at The University of Texas, Austin, Texas, during the latter part of September, 1964. No specific date was learned.

On 8/17/64, CHARLES W. CAMPBELL (PS) (reliable-conceal) advised that on 8/15/64, subject stated he would speak in San Francisco, California, on or about 9/25/64. No further details were learned.

On 8/26/64, FRANK SWEENEY (PS) (reliable-conceal) advised that on that date subject stated he would appear in San Francisco, California, in September, 1964, to conduct three debates with MELVIN BELLI, former attorney for JACK RUBY, slayer of accused assassin LEE HARVEY OSWALD.